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You can also just open the smartphrases in the smart tool manager and copy-paste into simple text files that can
then be copy-pasted into the same manager at her next employer. This assumes that the next employer uses
EPIC. It also assumes that things like embedded SmartLists aren’t unique to the institution’s build, but they
probably are.
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EPIC Smart Phrases
In the world of EHRs these are known as smart phrases or dot phrases. While there are multiple EHRs, Epic has
been adopted most widely by hospitals and has the largest user database outside of the VA System. Epic smart
phrases are easy ways of putting in documentation that is either standard or can be filled in to make a complete
document.

Advanced Charting Techniques for EpicCare Physicians ...
Phrases (i.e., Phrases generally without a common pre?x) that can bene?t every user. These chapters are well
worth reviewing carefully. The Phrases there have great usefulness in everyday charting notes, and most of
them are used with high frequency. These

EPIC tips and tricks : medicalschool
Copying smart phrases from other residents has always been a big time saver for me. Also if there are any
phrases you use frequently (e.g. normal physical exam), you can put that into a smart phrase and then just put
that in every note and edit the parts that need to be changed.

Creating & Summoning Dot
• Dot-phrase names in Epic are usually intuitive abbreviations of the text included in the phrase- PROB stands
for problem list, DIAG stands for encounter diagnosis, etc. • Summon system dot-phrases by typing a period (.)
and then a few letters of the dotphrase title, without any spaces.

Epic users, what's your favorite dot phrase? : medicine
We just rolled out Epic here. I've used it elsewhere and built a plethora of smart phrases and it saves me
significant documentation time, save when I wrote them on a slow night on call. On call now and it ain't Über
busy, so here's mine. I like how you can have different pieces pop up and click through, dependent on

findings..BS

Dome
Epic trainer Evelyn Chen keeps her instructions simple when she teaches new employees how to navigate the
electronic medical record system that spans Johns Hopkins Medicine. There will be plenty of time later for users
to tailor the system to their departments and roles. “The users are already overwhelmed with the amount of
features to learn,” says Chen, who was a “super user” nurse at ...
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